
Game Design: Ivan Yakovenko

To become the dominant species on the planet, it is necessary to

create the best conditions for creatures of their species. This is ex-

actly what the players will do, trying to capture key positions on the

playing board with their tiles.

What's in the box:

1. The Board

Each game consists of several rounds, the number of which is

equal to the number of players participating in the game. That is, two

participants play two rounds to complete the game, three players

must play three rounds, and four – four. Depending on the results of
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2. Creature Tokens of Four Different Species:

predatory
plants

herbivorous
ceratops

formidable
T-Rexes

flying
pterodactyls

3. Victory
Point

Tokens



each round, the winner receives points.  When all the rounds are over,

the player with the most points wins the game.

Regardless of the number of players, all of the creature tokens

are used in gameplay. Before the start of the game, players determine

the order for the first round, and then distribute creature tiles among

themselves as follows:

Before the start of each subsequent round, players exchange crea-

ture tiles. If it is a 2 play game, they exchange tiles among them-

selves; if there are three or more players, the tiles are distributed

clockwise. Changing your seat during the game is not allowed.

During each round, players take turns laying out the tiles of crea-

tures of their kind on the board, trying to fulfill the conditions of vic-

tory.  As soon as one of the players fulfills them, the round ends

immediately:
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Plants
They win when they manage to build a straight

line vertically, horizontally, or diagonally from 5

consecutively placed tiles of their kind.

Ceratops
They win when they manage to build a straight

line vertically, horizontally, or diagonally from 4

consecutively placed tiles of their kind.

T-Rexes
They win when they manage to build a straight

line vertically, horizontally, or diagonally from 3

consecutively placed tiles of their kind.

Pterodactyls
They win when they lay out the 5th tile of their

kind on the board, regardless of the relative posi-

tion of these tiles.

How to lay out the creature tiles:

Plants go first, ceratops are the second, T-Rexes are the third,

pterodactyls are the fourth.

Plants on their turn lay 3 tiles on any free cells

of the board. If 5 plant tiles surrounded 1 T-Rex

tile at the same time – this tile is removed from

the board. Removed tiles are returned to their

owners.

Ceratops, on their turn, place 2 tiles on any free cells of the
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board, or on cells occupied by plant tiles. The plant tile (or tiles),

when replaced by ceratops, are removed from the playing board. Re-

moved tiles are returned to their owners.

T-Rexes, on their turn, can place 1 tile on any free cell of the

board, or on a cell occupied by a ceratops tile. When replaced by a

T-Rex tile, the ceratops tile is removed from the playing board. Re-

moved tiles are returned to their owners.

Pterodactyls, on their turn, place 1 tile on any free cell of the

board bordering vertically, horizontally, or diagonally with a cell al-

ready occupied by the tile of any other creature. They do not remove

any tiles from the board.

Laying out more or less tiles on your turn than specified in the
rules is not allowed.

If a player plays with several types of creatures, he makes a
move with tiles of each type in the order of general order, and can-
not mix tiles of different types in one move.

After the end of the round, the winner receives Victory Point

Tokens in accordance with the type of creature who won:

After finishing all the rounds, the players count their points,

and whoever has more of them is the winner.

There are tips on the board for each type of creature:
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